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SOCIAL ENGINEERING
do you know who your cyber-friends really are?

Face it, trust is one of the most valuable commodities. You’ve worked hard to earn the trust of peers,
colleagues, friends and classmates.
From email, to social networks, to blogging sites and services, messages that carry your name are a
prized commodity. With the right words, you can open doors, secure business and influence what your
friends will do on the weekend. That’s because people who know you trust you.
Likewise, there are many people who have earned your trust. Some of them because of your long
history with them, and some of them because they are introduced to you by someone you trust.
Unfortunately, there are criminals who are eager to use your trust, the trust others have in you and that
you have in others, as a weapon. They will use it to attack you, and they will use it to attack others.
When thieves masquerade as you and use your identity as a disguise to try to gain
information from your colleagues, peers and friends, it is called social engineering.
Another form of a social engineering attack occurs when a third party
assumes the name or identity of one of your trusted friends or associates
to trick you into providing them with information.
Social engineering attacks are different from many of the more common
cyber scams. Instead of a limited time offer or an unbeatable discount
for a highly desired or rare item (Apple Watch - $99!), social
engineering attacks rely on a reasonable request from
someone you know or someone you think you know.
A common example of this is the “stranded traveler” scam.
You receive an email from a college or work friend – they are
in a bind, they’re stuck in some distant city, their wallet and
cellphone have been stolen, and they need some money to
get home or get to a hotel. They are emailing everyone
whose email they can remember. Would you wire them
$200 to help them out? It’s hard to say no to that kind
of appeal, but most likely, it is a social engineering
scam. Someone has gained access to your friend’s
contact list, and they are trying to monetize
that information.

Here are examples of more subtle but potentially more damaging social engineering
incidents. Late one night, you get an email from a known work colleague. They are
off-site, and they’ve forgotten the VPN password. Can you provide it? Or, you’re at
work, and you receive an email from a “colleague.” For some reason, they’ve lost
access to the printer in their work area. Could you print the attached PDF for them
before lunch? “Just leave it at your desk, I’ll come over and grab it.” Unfortunately,
that PDF contains a virus, which gives the bad guys access to your computer and
data INSIDE the company firewall.
Finally, there are many blatant examples of masquerading online. Someone might
access your personal profile on a professional networking site like
LinkedIn and copy ALL of your information into a new “counterfeit”
profile on LinkedIn. They will reach out to the people who have previously
endorsed you, claiming that their old profile was corrupted and that they are
rebuilding their network. Suddenly, your friends are freely connecting with someone
they think is you, even endorsing that individual’s profile. Worse, they might take your
identity from LinkedIn and build a profile on another social network like Facebook or
Instagram and build up counterfeit profiles there.

are you a social engineer?

Have you ever tried to find contact
information for an old colleague or
acquaintance? Have you used only
online sources? Have you ever called
up a workplace or a former school to
try to get the information
you sought?
Your intentions
were honorable,
but in fact, you
were using some
of the same
techniques as a
social engineer.

YOUR INFORMATION IS EVERYWHERE
Using Google, Whitepages.com, services like Spokeo, LexisNexis, Facebook, LinkedIn and other sites, it is surprisingly
easy to learn where someone lives, where someone works, their phone numbers and their email
addresses. With just a little more work, a social engineer can discover their target’s spouse’s name, the names and
schools of their children, the location of their last vacation, their outstanding mortgage, social security numbers,
credit ratings and their approximate net
worth. In fact, often, all of this can be
uncovered in about fifteen minutes! With
more time, the names of the target’s key
work colleagues and possibly the names
of some of the target’s key friends can
be found, too.
Armed with this information, a
determined social engineer can
begin the process of infiltrating
your network. They might call your
office and claim to be a friend looking
for you, or they might call the office and
claim that they had been asked to get
some important work information. Or they could call your spouse and claim that you had asked them to reach out to
their friends to get help. There is really no limit to what a social engineer might try to do once they have built up your
personal profile.

how can you protect yourself from social engineering criminals?
The best and easiest way is to carefully manage your
online visibility. Restrict access to your friends and
contact lists to just yourself, or just yourself and
your closest friends. Review your lists. On certain social
networks, you can even categorize your friends as close
friends or distant friends/acquaintances. Make sure that those
in the circle of friends you trust are truly who they claim to be.
Next, be careful about which online friendships you accept. If
a new friend that you haven’t heard from in a while (or that
claims to have a mutual friend) gets in touch, don’t feel you
have to “accept them” right away. Review their profile, Google
them, and see if there is enough evidence of them
online to give you confidence in their credentials.
Finally, when you get that strange contact from someone you know distantly, quiz them on how they know you, see if they remember
the people you remember or the things you did. Ask if you can call them back. No matter what they say or claim, you are still in charge
of the conversation. You don’t have to advance the interaction if you don’t want to.

FRIEND OR FOE?
Social Engineering has been around for a looooong time!
Remember the old story of Little Red Riding Hood. It’s a
cautionary tale about social engineering! In that story
the Big Bad Wolf spends some time befriending Little Red and
earns her trust. The Big Bad Wolf is able to use that trust to
trick Little Red into telling him where her grandmother lives.
With that information the Wolf leverages Little Red’s trust
again and sends her to her grandmother the long way. He
races ahead, swallows Grandmother and uses her clothes to
masquerade as Little Red’s Grandmother. The Wolf is able to
appear to Little Red as a trusted person, Grandmother, and
confuses Little Red enough for her to fall prey to his trap. (If
it wasn’t for that nearby woodsman, it could have been the
perfect social engineering crime!)
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What big eyes you have, Grandmother! …
“….The better to see you with, my dearest….”

For enterprises concerned about their business exposure to increasing online risk,
BrandProtectTM provides a complete suite of world class Internet threat detection services
to monitor the entire social Internet spectrum and mitigate business risk arising from
fraudulent or unauthorized online activity. BrandProtect, helps security, risk management,
and marketing organizations at leading financial services institutions, large-scale retailers,
insurance providers, telecoms, pharmaceuticals and more, protect their brand value and
business bottom line.

